
  
 

Hello Unite, Good Bye PCS? 
A TRANSFER NOT A MERGER 
The PCS leadership is steering us towards a January 2015 transfer to – rather than a genuine merger – with 
Unite. Nevertheless, if PCS is in such dire financial straits that its very existence is at stake, especially if the 
Tories end check-off in a major department, then transfer to Unite would preserve trade unionism within 
our workplaces.  
 
HOW TO JUDGE A POSSIBLE TRANSFER TO UNITE 
But, as the NEC assures us that PCS can continue as an independent trade union, we should weigh the 
positive case for PCS against the NEC’s actual case for transferring to Unite.  On this proper basis the NEC’s 
case is extremely weak and we can see no industrial logic for a transfer to Unite. 
 
PCS’ INDUSTRIAL COHERENCE 
PCS members overwhelmingly work for the Crown, the employer of all civil servants (a civil service which 
still employs nearly 450,000 people) and in departmental arms length bodies with all the issues that brings; 
for example, an arbitrary and discriminatory PMR system, PRP, outsourcing of shared services and lack of 
progression pay.  Consequently most PCS’ members have a unity of experiences and issues that gives 
national PCS an explicit and unifying coherence as a trade union, making it easier to judge the extent to 
which the Union at all levels is fulfilling its role of defending and advancing members’ interests.   
 
PCS’ PRIVATE SECTOR MEMBERS 
PCS’ private sector members are overwhelmingly employed in private companies undertaking vital support 
work to the civil service.  Even this results in, or has potential for, a practical, every day, coherence in trade 
union activity: from defending jobs being lost through cuts to departmental budgets to PCS Health and 
Safety representatives taking up the on-site health and safety issues of contractor staff.  PCS could do a lot 
to unite private and public sector workers through the development and implementation of a strategic plan 
to unionise support companies working in the central state sector, something the NEC has consistently failed 
to do.  
 
DIFFERENCES IN DEMOCRATIC STRUCTURE 
PCS has annual elections at all levels; annual national and group conferences; delegates directly elected by 
branch members; and a widespread membership understanding of the key industrial issues.  Delegates to 
Unite’s national conferences are indirectly elected by regional committees and regional industrial sector 
committees; national policy conference takes place every two years; national rules conference every four 
years; industrial sector conferences every two years.  Elections for the Unite Executive Council, Regional and 
Branch Committees are held every three years.  PCS’ very different circumstances enable direct relationships 
between members, representatives and the different levels of the Union.   
 
UNITE AND PCS MEMBERSHIP 
Unite and PCS do not really compete for members in the Civil Service or in the private sector.  Consequently 
our adhering to Unite will not replace inter-union competition with a cooperation that will significantly 
strengthen the organisation of specific workers. 

 

Visit our website at www.pcsindependentleft.com 



 
 
A BIGGER PUBLIC SECTOR UNION 
The leadership say that “a merged union would become the second largest public sector Union.  It would 
be the first public sector union to hold substantial membership in…the NHS, local government and central 
government.”  Yet such an argument could be applied to “merger” with Unison and, to a considerable 
degree, “GMB”, but does not outweigh the issues of democracy and accountability.   

The leadership proclaims that “merger” (transfer!) would create “a new, powerful force in the public sector 
adapted to today’s changing industrial circumstances that can deliver more for members” but omits to 
explain how this “new, powerful force” would be so “adapted” or how it would be better able to deliver for 
Unite and PCS public sector members or how the defeats PCS has suffered under their leadership (pensions, 
severance terms, jobs, pay etc) might have been averted (or will in the future be overcome) if we had been 
Unite members. 

The hinted at argument is that if we could go on strike with Unite’s NHS and local government members 
(both minorities in their “industries”) then better deals would be won. Another hinted at argument is we 
would become a pole of attraction to Unison members and thereby pile on the pressure on the Unison 
leadership.  It is defeatist (the leadership’s view is that PCS as a single union can never win on the big issues) 
and situation-mongering at its worst.   

OVERCOMING THE PUBLIC/PRIVATE SECTOR DIVIDE 
The leadership claim that the transfer “would create a union able to bridge the traditional divide between 
unions operating in the public and private sectors so that we can boost our bargaining power.” This is a 
tacit admission that Unite does not currently bridge the divide but does not explain why this would change if 
PCS transfers to Unite; it does not explain how union bargaining power in HMRC or DWP would be boosted 
by simply being in the same union as private sector workers or why this has not already worked for Unite’s 
existing public and private sector members.  A PCS leadership unable to return us to national civil service 
bargaining, believes that it will overcome the bargaining divisions between public and private sector workers 
(most of whom the movement still needs to unionise) merely by transferring us to Unite. It is a bureaucratic 
train of thought, where union “merger” solves a whole series of deep set problems.   

Only if we were faced with a financial crisis would a “merger” make sense as whatever our differences with 
the current PCS leadership we both want to maintain a union in the civil service.  In the absence of that 
crisis, the NEC’s case is extremely weak and we can see no industrial logic for a transfer to Unite. From what 
we know now (PCS’s finance are anything but an open book), members would be better off in an 
independent PCS. 

 
 
 
 

Fringe meeting – Wednesday 21st May, 6:00 pm 
 

Organising to win 
 

Old Ship Hotel, Regency Suite, Kings Rd., BN1 1NR 
(turn left out of Conference centre – along the seafront) 

 
Come along and join the discussion.  All welcome. 

 
Low paid migrant workers are often written off as unorganisable by the official Trade Union 
movement.  Come and here the inspirational story of the 3 Cosas (3 Causes) campaign where 
mainly Latin American cleaners and facilities workers at the University of London Union did 
organise and did win.  A speaker from the campaign will address the meeting.  

 
 
 


